Fantuner is an application created to reach and entertain fans. Not just
under the current circumstances, when stadiums are mostly empty, and
fans encouraging their team from a distance, but after the COVID situation
fades as well, since a stadium can only accommodate a fraction of the actual
fans. Studies show that 95% of the fans do not attend any match of their
team they support, despite their dedication. The closer we bring distant
spectators to the event, the more loyal and committed fan base we build.
This is what Fantuner was created for: representing the millions, who
support from home, and we give them a chance to show their voices.
Fantuner also educates: since most have never been to their team’s match
before, it helps them learn the team’s rally songs. And while teaching it,
fans can capture the various emotional moments of a sport event: a crazy
goal joy, the excited sound of a close offense, or a sigh of disappointment
after a missed kick. All this can be recorded in the application, which is
transmitted in the form of a live audio stream, adapted to the live situation.

Fantuner’s virtual support is developed by LIVEPOINT STUDIO, based in
Hungary. The system provides automated, safe, fair and controlled support for the matches on any league:

• Automated, integrated with our real-time system, intelligently
combines specific fan reactions to the current situation, with
sence recognition and reporting function.
• Secure, because the development mechanism of the system
and the data security background provides a guarantee.
• Fair, because in every match, fans have the opportunity to
support both the home and the guest team too. Only the number
of online fans determines the quality of the support.
• Controlled, because the system reviews all uploaded audio,
blocking any racist /anti-Semitic or unsportsmanlike fan behavior.

During TV and stream broadcasts, sounds should not be
filled with computer or long-recorded works, but with those
who have never had the opportunity to do so. Not 60,000
but a 1 million people should scream after the goal. And
teams hearing not just those tens of thousand present,
but the millions all over the world, should get goosebumps
while in the locker room. This also motivates the guest
team as well, to feel the power behind them, as the fans
of both teams, participating through the online stream.

What we see at launching, is a cool, eye catching interface,
with a real sporty mood, which reflects the atmosphere of
major sport evets, giving us the excitement of cheering.
After a brief intro/manual, the user can select between
different sports, and find and save his/her favorite team(s).

Fans can browse between matches in a calendar-like
surface: different games for different events (national
cups, tournaments, international competitions,
World Cup, European Championship, etc.). In this
pre-match period, the user can check the online
number of already registered fans, or can even
recruit other fans (from any other country) to get as
many people as possible for the favoured team. This
can be a Fantuner user or someone from a social
networking site.
Several packages will be available for participating
a match, incuding different options: Higer packages
provide more cheering options, and will inculde
special prizes.

This choice leads you to the “Voicepool”, where every possible reaction
and backlash will be listed. Here, the user can select or record their own
cheering and upload them, based on different reactions, interactions
that his/her package includes. In most of the cases, the system will help
the user with samples or karaoke-like guide for team anthems.
After uploading the specific audio records, the system will link them
together, providing a real crowd noise, which matches the dynamics
of the actual game, unlike a recorded audio of a previous game.
It is a controlled environment, so nothing inadequate can get into the
live stream, and it is also fair: both team’s fans can participate not
only the home team’s, so the played crowd noise is not biased. All in all,
it provides automated, safe, fair, controlled and engaging support for
every sport event.

The fan has the opportunity to support several matches
in the same time, on top of his/her favorite team’s. During
the match, the user can listen to the programmed
stream.Once someone’s cheering went live, the app
gives a feedback to the user.

If an event happens on the pitch which the app has
a fan reaction to (e.g.: goal, fair play), it plays it out
in real-time, automatically both on site and/or for
broadcast – by a connection to the stadium’s AV control
room.

Fantuner forms a community: The ones, who stayed home, also long for
a community experience. Virtual fans can create groups, and discuss the
match situations through an online chat platform. Since everything is
virtual, here’s a chance for the most dedicated fans to show themselves.
Is your team playing away? Doesen’t matter, you can be louder than the
locals. „Our team, our voice, makes us stronger, makes us louder.”
Depending on the selected support package, more and more analytical
data can be provided about the game. Through these packages, users may
join the selected team’s “official” chatroom and comment on the envents
during, or after the match ends.
The system generates a hierarchy based on the overall activity, and selects
a winner, who will become the most valuable fan of the match. All users
collect Fan Points or Badges for their paricipation which can be redeemed
for relics and merchandise products, but for the winner, on top of that,
one of the players may send a video message or open a live chatroom to
appreciate his/her support.

In the end of the game, all user “activities” will be presented on a
baseball card - like screen: the number of recorded audios, the lenght
of the cheering podcasted through the match, and the rank achieved
of course. All these results can be shared through major social media
sites, as a “badge of honor” for the user’s participation.
A bonus feature would be the second step, custom content production
with sound. Connected to the WTS system, at the end of the match
we could receive a customized summary about the game, including
the usage of our recorded voices, or generate samples from only the
cheering of our friends/fan groups.

As mentioned before, the system can measure the
number of fans at a given moment (which will be a
variable number, for each different cheering, based
on purchased packages), but it can display the actual
and the maximum number of spectators at the same
time. Placing these numbers on the giant screens next
to the on-site audiences could generate a competitive
situation where the teams and fans want to outdo
their rivals, to gain as many fans as possible.
Higher packages allow the user to upload a goal-joy video
into the system which will be played on the perimeter
led walls or giant screens giantscreen devices during
the matches.

By Fantuner, sponsors can reach out for fans through
the thing they love: by cheering for their team. ”Support
your team at home with a Budweiser!”, “Sing your team’s
rally song with the support of booking.com.”,”ESPN goal
joy”, etc. Endless possiblities when the sponsor’s name
can be associated with a loved activity. Additionally, it
is a great we to build an active database: any fan who
wants to participate, need to register.
There are endless, tailor-made possibilities for fan
engagement with this system, so every single person can
be a part of the uplifting atmosphere and the celebration
of sport events.

This grants organizations an opportunity to involve
and build completely new fan communities that have
been out of reach before, while players are motivated
as they can feel the support live.
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